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ABSTRACT

The Information Visualization & Exploration Environment
(IVEE) is a system for automatic creation of dynamic queries applications. IVEE can take a database relation and
create an environment holding visualizations and query
widgets. IVEE offers multiple visualizations such as maps,
scatterplots, and cluster visualizations, and multiple query
widgets, such as sliders, alphasliders, and toggles.
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic queries is a concept for information exploration
and database querying. The power of dynamic queries,
compared to traditional query methods, has been confirmed
in controlled experiments [1][6]. A number of interesting
prototype applications has been built for experimental purposes, such as a dynamic periodic table [1], a
homefinder[6], and filmfinder [2]. The prototypes has all
been constructed from scratch in various environments,
such as X11/OpenWindows or the Galaxy platform independent development environment.
Today, a form fill-in module is provided with most commercial database management systems (DBMS). The form
fill-in module allows users to easily create forms for both
entering data into and querying a database. Similar to a
form fill-in module, a dynamic queries system could be
provided with a DBMS. The dynamic queries system could
allow the automatic creation of a visual query system from
a database relation.
IVEE

The Information Visualization & Exploration Environment
(IVEE) is an attempt at such a system 1. IVEE imports a
relation with named attributes, given on a straight forward
text format. The data in the relation is examined and classified into datatypes (integers, reals, and strings) and size
(number of different values held in the attribute). Based on

this examination, IVEE selects widgets for each attribute.
Existing widgets are: rangesliders, alphasliders [3], and
toggles. For example, for a string attribute with more than
10 distinct items, an alphaslider is selected, otherwise a
group of toggles with a toggle for each distinct item is
selected (of course the threshold 10 can be changed). Note
that, interactively while running IVEE, users can change
the widget used for an attribute, by selecting from a menu
attached to the query widget currently used for the attribute.
See the right area of [Figure 1] for examples of widgets
used in IVEE.
Users are initially prompted to specify which attributes
should be used for creating visualizations. IVEE currently
offers the following visualizations:
• Geographic map [Figure 1].
• Scatterplots.
• Cluster visualizations.
For geographic maps and scatterplots, users are prompted
to specify two attributes - one for each of the X and Y axes.
This highlights one limitation of IVEE - the need for
attributes suitable for visualizations. For the cluster visualization, users specify which attributes the items in the database should be clustered from.
To create geographic visualizations, users specify two
attributes holding geographic coordinates for a visualization. By also providing a file holding vectors defining a
background map a realistic geographic visualization and
query system can be created. As the maps are given on a
vector format, arbitrary zooming can be performed easily.
See [Figure 1] for an example of a geographic visualization
with a vectorized map that has been zoomed.
After these initial specifications, users can start exploring
their database. Queries are composed from the conjunction
of all the query components defined by the widgets. Manipulating a widget immediately affects the visualization, but
also the other widgets – the query mechanism is tightly
coupled. A widget manipulation restricts the query

range of the other query widgets to only include criteria not leading to an empty query result.
1. IVEE is available on anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.chalmers.se:/pub/IVEE. See also the WWW-page http://
www.cs.chalmers.se/SSKKII/ivee.html

IVEE allows multiple visualizations to be created simultaneously, and when the query widgets are manipulated all
the visualizations are updated interactively - allowing for
powerful exploration of data.
Example applications built with IVEE include: recreations
of the dynamic periodic table [1], the Homefinder [6], and
the Filmfinder [2], a system for exploring linguistic data, an
environmental data explorer, etc. IVEE is implemented on
top of the X11/Motif environment using C++. The systems
main components are a database, a visualization manager
and a query manager.
COMPARISON TO SIMILAR SYSTEMS

Similar systems to IVEE exist. Examples are XGobi [5]
and the AT&T Data Visualization Sliders [4]. These systems focus on statistical analysis which definitely also is an
important area for IVEE. However, the focus for IVEE is
on database querying, which shows in the general design,
but also in the widgets for querying - such as the alphasliders and toggles.
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Figure 1. Dynamic queries system created with IVEE - an interface to a job/skill matching database.

